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By Naomi Clay Horse

WestBow Press, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.American Indigenous People passed knowledge through storytelling for thousands
of years. There was, and is, a universal acknowledgement of a Creator . In the United States, stories
were destroyed with the decimation of hundreds of tribes by Old World intruders. By spiritual
motivation, remnants of stories were patched or reinvented to preserve cultural identification. The
Creator is still not truly understood by American Indigenes. Once held truth may have been
intentionally eliminated due to fatal ordeals imposed by Christians . American Indigenes were
primed to receive the Gospel when Europeans landed in their New World, our Old World. Had it been
realized, a different world may have ensued. Shock upon shock imposed upon tribes made it
evident that the god of the New Comers was not the God of The People: God was The Creator of the
universe and everything within it. He was revered and all His creations were respected.
Consequently, Native Indigenous People repelled Jesus Christ, seeing him as a White god. Perhaps
through this story, Native Indigenous readers will rediscover The Creator, who is God; the Creator
Spirit who was, is,...
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This ebook is fantastic. It is actually writter in straightforward terms rather than hard to understand. Its been designed in an extremely straightforward
way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this ebook through which in fact modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Justice Wilder m a n-- Justice Wilder m a n

Most of these pdf is the greatest pdf available. It is really basic but excitement inside the fi y percent from the ebook. Your daily life span will likely be
convert as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- Juwa n Welch Sr .-- Juwa n Welch Sr .
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